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1 Aim

Our project is based on the theme of Multi Word Expressions (MWE) we will focus on the
problem of extraction. This task is important for improving lexical resources used for tasks
such as tokenization, parsing or translation. In our study we will work on a French corpus.
Our aim will be to not only select but also validate automatically which candidates are the true
ones. If we have time we will apply our technique to a domain-specific corpora. In this second
part we expect to extract not only MWE from the generalist language but also MWE specific
to a domain.

2 Survey of the field

The automatic validation of MWE extracted from corpora is a laborious and very repetitive
task, the main reason is because even if we know some grammatical pattern relevant to MWE
structure, the elements extracted automatically tend to be noisy. Some techniques exist for se-
lecting candidates that are more likely to be the true ones. Candidates can be validated against
an external resource, such as lexicons. It is possible also to check the frequency of the word
expression in an other corpora like the web. Villavicencio (2005) for example uses number of
hits on google for validating the likelyhood of particle verbs.
However as Ramisch (2012) remembers in his introduction, MWE is an institutionalised phe-
nomenon. This means that a MWE expression is frequently used and is part of the vocabulary
of a speaker as well as the simple words. It means also that MWE have specific statistical
properties that have been studied. The result of those studies are statistical measures such
as DICE score, maximum likelihood Estimator, pointwise mutual information, T-score... as
Islam et al. (2012) remember in a study of google n-gram, those measures of association are
language independent. For processing those calculus on a corpora quickly (Ramisch et al.,
2010) has developed a tool called MWEtoolkit. It takes as an input a tagged corpus and gives
as an output extracted candidates with an evaluation (true or false). (Ramisch, 2012) has led
tests of his tool on a corpora in Greek, in English and in Portuguese. However the weakness
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of MWEtoolkit is that it gives an evaluation only for bigrams. That is the reason why Zilio
et al. (2011) try to train a model for automatically annotating the n-grams of more than two
as well. This experiment is run on a English generalist corpus (Europarl corpus English ver-
sion). However, his method is not totally language independent because as an addition to the
statistics measure he uses an external resource (the Free online Dictionary) for getting back
the false negatives. He also wonders if his method could be applied to domain specific corpus
as the external resource is generalist.

3 Programme Description

The experiment as well as the final presentation of them should be done in 5 weeks of full
time work. We measure the time of each tasks according to this deadline.

3.1 Corpus

3.1.1 Europarl: resource characteristics

The main idea is to adapt the method of Zilio et al. (2011), developped for English, to French.
For this purpose we will take the Europarl corpus as well but in French instead of English.
Europarl is a generalist corpus that has an important size (53 millions of words), therefore it
suits well to statistical inferences.

3.1.2 Alternative corpus: cooking recipe

One of the main question in the conclusion of (Zilio et al., 2011) is: can we adapt the method
to specialised corpora? We have a corpus of cooking recipe that would be convenient to such
test. The recipe corpus is littler than the Europarl (about 1 million) which adds a challenge.
If we have time after elaborating the method on the Europarl corpus, we will run the same
experiments on the cooking recipe corpus.

3.2 Process

3.2.1 Preprocessing, pattern selection. Week 1

The first task will be to process the corpus into the Pos-Tagger Tree-tagger (Schmid, 1994).
Before processing this into MWEtoolkit we need to precise which kind of pattern we are
looking for (ex. “ Adj Noun ”, “ Verb Noun ” etc.) it will require some linguistic reflection
using the knowledge of native French speaker for knowing which pattern is more likely to be
useful. Although since Tree-tagger is too precise in the pos-tagging we will simplify the labels
(e.g. “ verb conditional ” will become “ verb ”).
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3.2.2 Bigram extraction and rules induction. Week 2

We process the file into MWEtoolkit and then take the resulting output for running it into a
machine learning framework called Weka (Hall et al., 2009). In this step we will check which
features ( DICE score, maximum likelihood Estimator, pointwise mutual information, T-score,
loglikelihood) are pertinent for the classification of the candidates and we will establish the
thresholds. Zilio et al. (2011) kept only three values out of the five given by MWEtoolkit and
considered that the best classification model was obtain with JRIP, a rule based algorithm.
Maybe we will have different results.

3.2.3 Application of rules for full n-gram extraction, stoplist filtering, external resource
checking. Week 3

Zilio et al. (2011) made a program for processing the xml output of MWEtoolkit. We need
to reproduce it if we want to reproduce all the processes that they used. First this program
must filter the candidates through a stoplist, it is not clear which stoplist has been used by
Zilio et al. (2011) we assume that at this state the aim is to eliminate the noise due to words
very frequents. Second, the program check every instances against the threshold obtained in
3.2.2. Then the MWE classified as false will be checked against an external resource. We
think about using the dictionary Reverso.com 1. Therefore we need also to build a program
that sends requests automatically to Reverso.com and check if the entry returns something.

3.2.4 Evaluation and redaction Week 4 and 5

We will collect a sample of 100 MWE automatically annotated as true and 100 automatically
annotated as false and annotate them manually for evaluating the result of our method. If we
have time we can also check a sample of true candidates extracted thanks to our model and
not thanks to the external resource, this would add a knowledge: what is the contribution of
our statistical method and what is the contribution of the online dictionary? Zilio et al. (2011)
specify that the check against an external resource is a very important step for collecting back
the false negatives but we don’t know what is the contribution of the statistical model in the
identification of good candidates.

4 Significance

The research will be an occasion to know more about the differences between French language
and English language when it comes to MWE extraxtion. If the resource Reverso.com is
pertinent it will mean that the technique will be usable for other languages than French since
Reverso.com is a multilingual dictionary. If we have the time to do more manual annotations
we can know the possibilities and the limits of the statistical model. We believe that this
knowledge is important for avoiding human cost.

1http://dictionnaire.reverso.net/francais-definition/
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